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Market Analysis...
(cont/nued from page 1)

'The obJecti.oe of chaos
theory is ,o uncot@r the
sl.mple rules and laws
that lea.d to the cont-
plex result one wishes
to stud.i,'

processor searches a curvilinear
range of possible approaches in an
attempt to find a workable solution.

The absence of linearitv notwith-
standing, are the newer tools worthy
of the hype rnd promise industry
literature has bestowed upon them?
The answer is very definitely "yes."

They can be of unprecedented
benefit in producing trading plans
when used correctly.

A neural network is an exercise
wherein 90% of the effort involves
conditioning input data into a form
where all interdependent inputs can
appear in a similar and comparable
scale. Interactive data sets are
observed to measure positively or
negatively correlated performance
characteristics over time. Patterns 0f
weighted elements that consistently
and reliably infer the movement of
a dependent variable are examined
by the network processor.

Adding in Chaos Principles

Chaos theory relates to the neural
network in the development and
treatment of the interdependent
elements of input. No single input is
required to exist in an independent
state and each input may alter-
rlately, ̂t seemingly random points,
take on causal or resulting (non-
causal) properties, depending upon
the sequence and relationship of
other elements at given points in
time. Such interdeoenden t relation-
ships are the norm when exploring
neural networks. Chaos is often
thought of as a science where
complexity is derived from very
simple laws or notms. Turning the
time crank and allowing very simple
rules to prevail can generate an
impossibly complex result. The
objective of chaos theory is to
uncover the simole rules and laws
that lead to the aomplex result one
wishes to study.

Misused Applications
of Neural Networks

As discussed in the September
1993 CSI Technical Journal, neural
networks can be misused with less-
than optimal results. The September
'93 article discouraged use of neural
networks to select from among
several types of price-determines-
Drice studies to decide which is most
appropriate at random times when
trading a particular market. Given a
single market and no other indepen-
dent market da:ta, rhe use of a neural
network to tell when it is appropri-
ate to employ RSI, stochastics, chan-
nel breakout, etc. is most likely not a
fruitful application of a neural
netw0rk. The reason for this is that
all of these methods measure the
same sort of momentum movement
in price. The similarities are quite
simply too significant t0 accurately
measure a particulaf prefefence with
any reliable level of significance.
This is but one example of the many
ways very similar, dependent data
can be incorrectly used as indepen-
dent variables feeding a neural
network.

Factoring in Computer Power

V/hat is actually needed in such
an application is input that classifies
mult ip le interdependent matket
sources to determine the impact of
groups of inputs on the direction of
the proposed dependent variable.
Neural networks and chaos principles
can be combined to accomplish this
end. The computer power helps to
search out relationships that worked
in the past (the training period), and
will hold up in a virgin test period
and verify the training-period result.

The faster computer power
available today is the key resource
making the technology of neural
networks and chaos theorv Dossible.

(cotltitu/ed on Page 6)
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Macintosh Historv On-
Demand in Beta Testing

Until now, the ability to order
historical data and download it in
the same phone call was a luxury for
PC users that left our Macintost
customers out in the cold. No more!

Several Trade Data Manager users
are now testing our upcoming release,
(version 1.5.2) which will include the
History On-Demand feature. With this
new software, Macintosh users will
benefit from both convenient history
processing and lower prices.

We expect to release Tra,de Data
Manager version 1.5.2 during rhe
month of June. Pre-release orders are
being accepted on a first-come, first-
serve basis. T0 order. olease see the
CSI Software Product Summary on
page 5. Credit cards will not be
charged nor checks cashed until the
soft*are is shipped. +

We've Added New Data
Lines and a Second Fax
to Serve You Better

Bveryone hates busy signals and
for good reason. They are frustrating
time wasters for busy investors like
our customers. Unfortunately, since
we added History 0n-Demand and
greatly increased the volume of data
calls, our customers have been
having to deal with more frequent
busy signals. You can kiss those busy
signals goodbye, because in the past
month we have installed one new
phone line for high-speed transmis-
sions and switched a largely inactive
1200 baud line over to a more popu-
lzr 2400'14.4 baud modem. We exDect
to have a third high-speed l ine
installed by June lst, at which time
busy signals should really be a thing
of the past. We apologize for the
inconvenience you have experienced
and thank you for your par ience in
awaiting these expanded services.

We have also added a second fax

line, primarily for use by our Market-
ing and Bookkeeping departments.
These department are on the ground
floor of our twolevel operation, so a
separate fax machine should allow
them to respond more quickly to
your faxed correspondence.

For marketing inquiries and billing
questions or credit card payments.
please send your faxes to (407) 392-
7761. This line should also be used as
a backup for our primary fax line
\407 ) 392-1379 whenever needed,
especially during the peek activity
hours of 4:10 to 6 p.m. eastern time. +

CSI FAX #s

Bookkeeping & Billing (407) 392-7761
Customer Service & Data Department

(407) 392-1379 (most hours)
(407) 392-776t (4:30 - 6 p.m.)

Marketing & Sales (407) 392-7761

History On-Demand:
A Progress Report

We appreciate your patience as we
work out the remaining bugs in our
History On-Demand service. Since we
introduced immediate processing of
historical data in April, we have
made the following enhancements:
Completed Vork:

r Included both commodities and
stocks

I Expanded time period to include the
full history of the data base

r Improved reliability

Still To Come:

r Changes to portfolio processed with
history order (planned for 6/94)

r Cash, nearest-future and Perpetual
Contract@ datt (av ailabrlitv
pl2,nrred iot 7 /94)

r Further improvements in reliability
(ongoing) +
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Ask Customer Service

A couple of tlnes a
yeaf, o t castornef
seroi.ce stalf steps asid.e
to let out bookkeePlng
depaltment edd.ress
lssues concernlng CSI'I
bllling proced,ures.
Here are a Jew common
questi.ons and answers
about ounnonthl!
staternents Jrcm Kath!
and. Debbi.e.

U. Mv first CY inuoice shows a
b'alanci due of -t39. Although I
prepaid. for rn! first ,nonth of
seruice, I haaen't actuall! started
retriet)ing data. How can I haae
generated tno re c harges ?

l

A. Whenever vour amount due is a
negative number (indicated by a -
sign), the invoice becomes a credit
memo and no payment is due. The
amount shown is the Dositive credit
in your account which we will apply
to your future charges. Credit bal-
ances are common on a first invoice
from CSI because of our prepayment
requirement. They may also occur if
you overpaid a prior bill or received
a credit for a CSI purchase.

U. Mv inuoice shous a Drior
bilance, but I know I P;id nj tast
bill. Whlt d.oesn't it shou up on m!
inuoice?

A. tn. ou. date of your CSI invoice
is the 15th of the month. All pay-
ments received by the 25th are noted
on your invoice, while those received
after the 25th won't appear until
your next statement. To assure
proper ffedit, please be sure your
Davment arrives on time. Also write
your User I.D. on the check and
include the payment stub. Please do
not staole vour check to the stub. If
your invoiie does not reflect a
payment that may have crossed in
the mail, simply deduct your prior
payment from the balance due.

Q. I would tike to paJ) m! inuoices
bj credit card instedd oI hJ) check. k
this bossible?

A. Certainlv. Manv customers find
credit card piymeni simple and
efficient. If you would like auto-
mated monthly billings on your
credit card, please request an authori-
zation form from us and return it to
the bookkeeping department. Starting

the following month, you'll receive a
receipt with your invoice. If you
prefer to preview your charges each
month, you may cal l  or fax author i-
zatior. ar your discretion. We'll need
vour name. User ID. credit card
number with exDiration date and the
dollar amount of the charge. CSI
accepts Mastercard, VISA, Discover
and American Express.

U. What should. I do if there is an
r L  . , , - -

effof on mv o ,l!'
l

A. Call the Bookkeeping Depart-
ment. We can be reached ftom 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. eastern time Monday
through Friday (holidays excluded).
Please have your invoice number on
hand and be prepared to say why
you feel the bill is in error. Your
billing questions will be handled
promptly and courteously.

U. How man"tt calls for daily
f t  -  i  " ,

ubdales mav I make in a month
iithout iniuning extra charges?

A. Our orice schedule allows for 26
updates during a billing cycle, even
though there are normally just 21
trading days. Accessing more than 26
updates will result in proportionately
higher costs. when more than 26
updates are requested for a custom
oortfolio. the next month's bill shows
t PA (Prior Adjustment) of 4% pet
additional access. For a fixed portfo-
lio, you would not have been pre-
billed for your service. Therefore,
your next bill would show the
normal monthly rate for the fixed
p0rtfolio plus an extra-call surcharge
of 4o/u per access exceeding 26 up-
dates. +



Sprintnet Promises Lower Rates for Int'l Callers

Despite significantly higher rates,
we find a large number of overseas
users of the CSI Data Retrieval
Service are still dialing through
Tvmnet instead of Telenet's SDrintnet
service. Both services offer to'il-free
international access of the CSI data
base, but Sprintnet charges much less.

Those users who have converted
to Sprintnet are, for the most part,
reporting good service. They are also
pleased with the lower prices we can
pass along when not paying Tymnet's
high per-minute and kilocharacter
cnarqes.

Sorintnet uses a different brand
of modem than Tvmnet. so the
qualify of service'could vary. A Hong

Kong customer reported pfoblems
with the Sprintnet service there.
Unfortunately, there is a wide range
of quality in modems. Some work
well and some do not. We note that
oroblems often boil down to inferior
0r rncompauDle prooucls on el tnef
end of the communication link.

If you are still using Tymnet for
international calls and would like to
change, please contact Customer
Service for local access numbers and
information on making the simple
chanse in User Constants. For the
diffeience in price, Sprintnet is
certainly worth a try. You may be
glad you did! +

CSI wil.l. be closed for
aoi.ce communication
on Monda!,Iuly 4th
for the Ind.epend.ence
Day holid.ay. The CSI
host conputer will be
accessihle as usual
th ro ughout t h e ho I idAtl
weekend.

CSI Software Product Summary
Please check all that apply and complete lhe information box al right.

lilailorfax to CSl,200 West Palmetto Park Road, Boca Baton, Florida 33432:, Fax:. (407\ 392-7761

D QuickTrieve@/QuickManager@ for Pc - T0 retrieye, manage & edit
data (includes i994 Alerts Calendar); Unrestricted use $99.
New daily user $59. QuickTriel e/Quick Van ager version 4.05
upgrade (for current QuickTrieve users onl) )i $Jg

fl QuickPlot@/Quickstudy@ fof Pc - Charting & analysis software
(requires QT/Qu) $8!

fl Trade Data Manager'. Macint0sh downloader & accounting
program $59; upgrade $49 0r Ffitt with $100 history order
tr Ship version 1.5.2 when available

fl Trading System Performance Evaluator" (rspE)for Pc - Computes
your system's capital requirements $149

fl Trader's Money Manager"for Pc - $399 (includes TSP[);
Demo disk: $15

D TraDe$f-for PC - Traders' complete accounting system-(price
yaries with number of acc0unts) CSI daily user $149; Unre-
slricted use $299; J0 day trial version $22

D Seasonal Index Value Pack ior Pc - Ten years 0f history for 33
popular commodities $315

D Daily Updates lor Pc - Starting at $10.80 per month

D CSfTechnical Journal - Aug. 1990 to present $35/Yr. or $5/
Reprint

D CSI Mailing List - $200/1,000 names (CSI users omitted)

E CSf Product Catalog - FREE

DAY PHONE (- )
ADDRESS

USER ID#

DISK PREFERENCE
ns.25'7360K ns.zs'lt.z vg (r-ircH oeNsrry)
n 3,5',?20K ns,sY1.++ va (Firo-iorNsrw)

l/ETHOD OF PAYI\4ENT (pBEpAyrvrENr REoUTRED)

NCHECK N I/ASTERCARD/VISA N AMEX
AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

CARD #

EXP, DATE

SIGNATURE

Allplces subject to change wilhoul nol]ce.
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Market Analysis...
(continued fmm page 2)

Neural Network
Resources:

NATURALLY INTELLIGENT
SYSTIMS by Maureen Caudill
arld Charles Butler (Massachu-
setts lnstitute of Technology.
1990)

NEURAT NITIfORKS AtGO-
RITHMS, APPLICATIONS and
PROGRAMMING TICHNIQUES,
by James A. Ireeman and David
M. Skapura (Addison-Vesley
Publishing Co., l99l)

NEURAL NETW0RKS Theory
and Applications, edited by
Richard J. Mammone and
Yehoshua Zeevi (Academic
Press, 1991)

Mendelsohn Enterprises, Inc.
(Vantage Point Software) 2t941
Apple Blossom, lVesley Chapel,
FL J3544. (81J) 971-0496 or
(800) 732 5407
Art Turman (Neurotrader
Software) 299 Indian Creek Rd.
oa,khitt,FL 32759. (904) 345
0502

The speed of the computer is critical
to the network processing algorithm
because of the vast quantity of input
and the many combinations of
weights of input that must be
examined to produce reliable pat-
terns of cause and effect. All inputs
may be grouped in subsets where the
elements of each set are weighted
over a finite range. This allows the
network to establish and verify a
fepeatable and predictive dependent
vafiable fesponse.

Neural Netwofk Input Layers

Typically, a neural network
design will hold what has been
loosely defined as visual input layers
and visual output responses. Various
further consolidated subsets not
necessarily identified by the user
will lie in so-called hidden layers
where further weighting and com-
bining of inputs are processed. Plenty
of programs exist on the software
market for processing the interactive
layers of  combinat ions of  inputs.
which the literature typically refers
to as input neurons. It may not be
expedient to reinvent the proven
tools of a neural processor. It is
probably more practical to spend
one's efforts on the pre-conditioning
of the data and in setting up net-
works. Leave any compulsion to
reinvent this wheel to someone else
until you can conceptualize and fully
grasp the overall process.

Input Preprocessing

The key to the design of a net-
work is in preprocessing the input.
My earlier statement that 90% 0f the
total neural network design effort
concerns input data is not an exag-
geration. A key requirement one must
satisfy during the data precondition-
ing exercise is the introduction of
leading or lagging input effects. The
market often must digest subtle day-
to-day news and developments

before a measurable reaction takes
place. What happened with a given
input weeks ago may be more
germane today to the expected
direction of the dependent variable
than the immediate effects one is
conditioned to anticipate when a
significant event occurs. These
considerations must be taken into
account when the input preprocess-
ing work is done.

For example. Treasury Bill prices
which reflect short term interest
rates may have an impact on a stock
market index like the S&P 500. A
closer look shows that the effect of a
drop in T. Bills on the S&P will later
be absorbed and discounted as the
public gets accustomed to the change
in interest rates. In other words, the
short term effect of lower rates is
significant t0 the stock market only
in the short term. The lonser term
effects of stock market directional
movement depend upon other factors
beyond simple interest rates. A
neural network for forecastins stock
prices might therefore take a A]oLl
role (focusing on today's rates and
the rates of weeks earlier) where
sh0ft term interest mtes are involved.

It is the sophisticated use of
neural networks and chaos theory
that allow new insights into market
movement. Today's traders have
access to analysis methods investofs
of previous decades only dreamed of.
With more and more oowerful
personal computers available to
individual investors, the power of
technology is no longer limited to
those few engineers and analysts
with access to mainframe comDuters.
Vhile no analysis method or system
can guarantee trading success, the
use of these tools can greatly en-
hance your chances of prospering. +
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